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ABSTRACT 
Classification of the sawteeth observed in the TFTR tokamak has been 

carried out to highlight the differences between the many types observed. 
Three types of sawteeth are discussed; "simple," "small," and "compound." 
During the enhanced confinement discharges on TFTR, sawteeth related to q = 1 
are usually not present, but a sawtooth-like event is sometimes observed. B 
approaches the Trcyon limit only at low q c v^ with a clear reduction of 
achievable B n at high q c v i . This suggests that a B_ limit, rather than the 
Troyon-Gruber limit, applies at high q c v l in the enhanced confinement 
discharges. These discharges also reach the stability boundary for n •* <= 
ideal MHD ballooning modes. Turbulence measurements in the scrape-off region 
with Langmuir and magnetic probes show strong edge density turbulence 
n/n - 0.3 - 0.5, with weak magnetic turbulence B e/B 0 > 5 x 10 measured at 
the wall, but these measurements are very sensitive to local edge conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Near-term achievement of ignition in tokamaks depends on overcoming 

anomalous heat conduction, and/or control of the central energy transport due 
to sawteeth. Sawteeth in TFTR have been studied (Section 2) in an attempt to 
understand the mechanism that causes the sawtooth crash and gives rise to 
enhanced heat pulse propagation. The MHD activity observed in enhanced 
confinement discharges (locally known as supershots) and the constraints 
imposed by the Troyon and the 6 D limit are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, In 
Section 5, a summary of turbulence measurements carried out on TFTR is 
presented, and the correlation between edge turbulence and gross confinement 
is examined. Finally in Section 6, we summarize the results of the coherent 
and turbulent fluctuations measured in TFTR. 

2. SAWTOOTH ACTIVITY 
Three types of sawtooth activity have been identified in TFTR: (1) 

simple or normal sawteeth, (2) small sawteeth, and (3) compound sawteeth. 
Simple sawtorth oscillations, as observed in most tokamaks, are a series of 
m/n - 0/0 relaxations, each with an m/n = 1/1 precursor mode, where m and n 
are poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively. Figure 1a shows a 
simple sawtooth which is observed in TFTR plasmas with a small q = 1 radius 
and high q a. Small sawteeth (Fig. 1b) are similar to simple sawteeth in 
period, but the m/n = 1/1 mode is different. While the precursor oscillations 
before the m/n = 0/0 crash are usually not present or have very small 
amplitude, the successor oscillations have a large amplitude. Compound 
(sometimes called "double") sawtooth activity (Fig. 1c) has been observed 
recently in many tokamaks [1-3]. Each compound sawtooth consists of a 
subordinate relaxation followed by a large (up to 20J in central T„) main 
relaxation with a smaller inversion radius. Compound sawteeth appear 
frequently in ohmically heated plasmas with high plasma current (I > 1.0 MA) 
and/or high density (n e > 2.0 x 10 ' m"^). Sawteeth may switch from compound 
to small during the steady phase of a discharge, although global parameters 
such as averaged temperature, density, Z eff, and even the inversion radius of 
the sawtooth do not change [2]. This suggests that small or localized changes 
of plasma parameters affect the characteristics of sawteeth significantly. 
The subordinate relaxation and the small amplitude of the m = 1 precursor 
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indicate that compound sawteeth and small sawteeth cannot be explained by the 
Kadomtsev model [H]. It has been found that the duration of the crash <T Q r) 
is proportional to the final growth time (T ) of an m = 1 mode during the 
crash phase itself (Fig. 2). Note that -cor appears to be completely 
determined by x . Possible explanations include fast transport or 
reconnection due to: a) small perturbations at the q = 1 surface, b) two q = 1 
surfaces [5] or c) a flat q profile with q Q close to 1 [1,6]. 

3. MHD ACTIVITY IH ENHANCED CONFINEMENT DISCHARGES 
Recent axperiments on TFTR at low I and high-power balanced neutral 

beam injection (NBI) have achieved enhanced confinement relative to the 
predictions of L-mode scaling [7,8], These discharges are remarkable from the 
MHD viewpoint, the most obvicus feature being the lack of sawteeth during NBI 
for q c ^ > 5. This may be due to the removal of the q=1 surface from the 
plasma (some data shows r i n v •» 0), but q c„2 < 5 enhanced confinement 
discharges with sawteeth have r^ n v unchanged. During enhanced confinement 
plasmas with q c v^ > 5, there are occasional sawtooth-like events which are 
similar to the subordinate relaxations described in Section 2. They have only 
a small perturbation on axis and an inversion close to the calculated location 
of the q = 3/2 or 2/1 surfaces. Figure 3 shows an m s 2 sawtooth-like event 
which was observed in an enhanced confinement discharge with I p = 0.8 MA, 
q 1 = 7.6 and 10 MW of balanced NBI; the calculated q = 2 radius for this 
discharge was about 0.25 m. In Fig. 3 the line-averaged soft X-ray inversion 
radius was about 0.20 m for the m = 2 sawtooth, which was larger than the 
m = 1 inversion radius observed at an m/n = 1/1 sawtooth in an I = 0.9 MA, 
q o v l s 7.3, and P i n 1 = 3.6 MW counter-injection L-mode discharge. The mode 
amplitude and the phase on the X-ray diodes clearly show an m = 2 mode 
structure, also a small amplitude odd - m mode was present near the center. 
The magnetic signals at the wall show a clear ni/n = 2/1 mode with no coupled 
mode structure. These m = 2 sawteeth are infrequent with an irregular period 
and they do not appear to- affect the confinement of the discharge. The 
off-axis sawtooth events can occur during a period of continuous m/n = 3/2 or 
2/1 activity (detected by magnetic measurements at the wall) with no 
interruption of the oscillation. Similar type sawteeth have also been 
observed in pellet injection discharges during a period of continuous m = 1 
mode activity. 
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For identical operating conditions, enhanced confinement discharges can 
vary substantially depending on the MHD activity. Figure 1 shous two such 
discharges, one with m/n = 2/1 activity, the other without MHD activity. The 
correlation of the MHD activity with the drop in total stored energy and 
neutron emission is very clear. This can occur with m/n = 2/1 alone, or 
m/n = 3/2 alone. Figure 5 shows the coherent MHD activity versus the rate of 
change of stored energy (calculated from the diamagnetic signal) 50 ms before 
the end of the beam pulse. It is clear that a large amplitude of MHD activity 
is correlated with negative dW i

D I A/dt. From delta-prime calculations on the 
j(r) profiles calculated by the TRflMSP code [9] it is found that the profiles 
are sometimes unstable to the m/n = 2/1 and/or ra/n - 3/2 modes. This implies 
that the j(r) profile may play an important role in the energy balance inside 
the q = 2 surface for the enhanced confinement discharges on TFTR [10]. 

At lower q . (< - 7) bursts of m = 1 activity are seen in the center of 
the plasma on the soft X-ray detectors. This mode couples out as m/n = 6/1 on 
the Mirnov coils, similar to the fishbone oscillations observed on PDX. This 
is in contrast with the 2/1 and 3/2 modes which appear as ra/n = 2/1 and 3/2, 
respectively, on the Mirnov coils, even though the mode amplitude peaks at a 
similar radius (0.1 - 0.3 m). There is no measurable effect on the neutron 
emission due to m = 1 activity at the levels observed to date, although we 
have observed coherent (5 kHz) oscillations in the charge-exchange neutral 
signals. 

Enhanced confinement discharges which disrupt can lose most of the 
plasma energy in as little as 20 - 100 IJS with only a low amplitude or no 
detectable MHD activity preceding them. The temperature on the inner wall, as 
measured by 1.0 pm radiation, can rise to over 1200°C in 20 us after a high B_ 
disruption. In a few disruptive discharges, a 40 kHz mode growing on a 50 us 
time scale witli an m = 1 structure in the center and m > 4, n = 1 on the 
magnetic signals has been observed. Although the bulk of the plasma energy is 
lost rapidly, the current disruption occurs up to 0.5 s later, after a 
narrowing of the T e and X-ray emission profiles. It is also observed that few 
major disruptions take place for q c v l < 5: here the continuous 3/2 and/or 2/1 
modes are detected and the energy is lost slowly, as in Fig. 4. 
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4. BETA LIMITS 
Enhanced confinement discharges with q ^ < 5 have values of normalized 

toroidal beta B n - 8j/B0 (B 0 - UQl-/aB.) which approach the limit found from 
optimized ideal MHD kink stability theory [11,12]. This limit has previously 
been confirmed on other devices with NBI (Dili, PDX, ASDEX, ISX-B, for 
example). The experimental limit from these devices is 6 n = 2,2 - 2.5, 
approximately independent of plasma shape, but only for a small range of 
aspect ratio and q c v l . Figure 6 shows S i"or the enhanced confinement regime 
of TFTR versus qCy^. Diamagnetic B* (assuming a circular cross-sectional 
plasma) is used in Fig. 6 and since the NBI is tangential, this underestimates 
the tatal B {< 10% at high e D ) . It is seen that there is a clear fall of the 
achievable B n with q c v j . There is little published data from other auxiliary-
heated tokamaks in the high-sn hign-q region [13]. At high q c y^, the limit 
appears to be disruptive, but at q , < 5 the s n limit is associated with 
coherent MHD activity. Attempts to reach higher B n by reducing (I , B^) at 
constant q , have not been successful. For a current rarap-down experiment 
with NBI, Fi0 reached 2.65 before the discharge disrupted; this s D was not 
maintained in equilibrium. There appears to be a hard B„ limit at 2 - 2.2 or 
an eB p = 0.7 limit, as illustrated in Fig. 6. However, the range of the 
inverse aspect ratio e for the TFTR data is from 0.28 to 0.33, and it is not 
clear f̂ ora these data whether e is an important parameter in the S limit. 

The profiles of enhanced confinement discharges have been examined for 
violation of the high-n ballooning mode stability criterion. Figure 7 shows 
points on the profile in the S-a diagram [14] (where S = r(dq/dr)/q, a = -2 
y 0q 2B(dP T/dr)/B. 2) for various types of discharges. The pressure profile, 
^ p U + P i ^ 2 f r o t n t h e T R A N S P c o d e t9l. which includes calculated beam and thermal 
ion pressure profiles and anisotropy, is used for dPm/dr {<*heam ~ ° - ^ 
"total'- T h e Deam-driven and bootstrap .currents have been included in the 
calculation of q. The profile of maximum B hovers close to the curve for the 
large aspect ratio, circular tokamaK n •+ •» ideal ballooning-mode stability 
limit [11]. Though the profiles may be at the ballooning limit, these 
discharges are not the optimum for n -* » ballooning stability [15] (j(r) is 
not optimum). It is well known [16] that FLR, finite-n, toroidicity, and 
pressure anisotropy effects can all lead to significant movement of the 
stability boundary, and it is likely that TFTR is stable to modes with n > 10 
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under these conditions. Higher-n modes (m > 3 and n > 3) have been observed 
on soft X-ray diodes viewing the center of the plasma in TFTR at q ^ = 5 - 7 
and at high injection power. These high-n modes are not observed before 
disruptions at high S_. 

5. TURBULENCE IK TFTR 
Langmvir probes in the scrape-off region outside the last closed flux 

surface have revealed broadband turbulent fluctuations in the frequency range 
10 - 200 ktfe, with fluctuation levels typically n/n = 0.3 - 0.5 and ?/Te = 
0.1. Imaging of D-alpha light at the inner wall also shows large amplitude 
fluctuations [17] in this frequency range, with typical poloidal wavelengths 
xpol = °'°- " °-°7 m> b u t H i t h Hor > 1-° m - Measurements of the magnetic 
fluctuations 0.11 m outside the plasma edge show that the amplitude at 100 kHz 
increases by a factor of 4 to Bg/Bg = 5 x 10"° during neutral beam injection 
for both L-mode and enhanced confinement discharges. Since the distance of 
the coils from the plasma boundary varies for different coils, a radial 
e-folding distance can be measured: for most conditions this distance is about 
0.05 m, A strong dependence of the turbulent fluctuations on local edge 
conditions is found. For example, a gas puff of 5 Torr.l/s or a burst of low 
frequency m/n r 5/1 or 4/1 mode activity in an ohmically heated discharge can 
decrease the turbulent fluctuations by a factor of 10. From this result it is 
clear that turbulent fluctuations measured outside tne plasma are not 
generally appropriate for direct correlation with global energy confinement. 

The broadband spectra of H, *, and B e in the frequency range 
10 - 250 kHz have an approximate power-law dependence P(f) « f T where -1 > y > 
-2. Short radial decay lengths are found for n and B e in the range 
corresponding to "mode numbers" m > 15, i.e., small scale compared with the 
plasma size. The amplitude of the broadband fluctuations of n and B 8 

increased with MBI both in the L-mode and enhanced confinement mode. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
On TFTR three different types of sawteeth have been identified. The 

main differences are in the precursor and successor oscillation amplitudes. 
Possible explanations include extensions of the Kadomtsev model with two q = 1 
surfaces and partial reconnection. Turbulence measured in the scrape-off 



region shows large amplitude fluctuations in the frequency range 10-250 kHz, 
with fluctuation levels typically p/n - 0.3-0.5 and $/Te = 0.1. It is aJso 
found that the measured edge fluctuations of n and Bg can be extremely 
sensitive to local edge conditions. 

The enhanced confinement discharges on TFTR have values of S n at low 
q , which approach the limit found from ideal kink stability theory. At 
higher q ^ it appears that the beta limit is better described by eB_ ~ 

0.7. In addition, dPT/dr in these discharges is close to the n + => large 
aspect ratio, ideal ballooning stability limit. High frequency modes at > 
60 kHz with m > 3, n > 3 have been observed in the core of discharges with 
high 6 and high neutral beam power. Deterioration of confinement in the 
enhanced confinement discharges appears to be associated more with coherent 
modes (m/n = 2/1 and 3/2). Major disruptions at high B p can have fast thermal 
energy decay (< 100 ysec); n = 1 modes (with many coupled m-modes) are 
sometimes observed but high-n modes are not detected by the magnetic coils or 
soft X-ray diodes during these disruptions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Soft X-ray emissivlty signals indicating the three main types of 
sawteeth observed in TFTR. (a) simple or normal sawteeth, (b) small 
sawteeth, and (c) compound sawteeth. 

FIG. 2 A comparison between the growth time of the r> = 1 mode at the crash 
of the sawtooth with the crash time of the sawtooth, as measured by 
the central soft X-ray signal. 

FIG. 3 A plot of AA/A of the sawtooth crash versus radius, for an m/n = 1/1 
sawtooth in a L-mode I p = 900 kA with 3.4 MW of counter NDI, and an 
m/n = 2/1 sawtooth in an I - 800 kA enhanced confinement discharge 
with 10 MW of balanced NBI. The m = 2 sawtooth-like event has an 
inversion at 0.2 m which is close to the calculated q = 2 radius. 

FIG. l| Illustration of the effect of MHD activity on enhanced confinement 
discharges. 

FIG. 5 MHD activity between 5 - 5 5 kHz versus dW i
D I A/dt 50 ms before the 

end of the beam pulse. These data include only enhanced confinement 
discharges. No similar correlation of MHD activity and confinement 
is seen for L~mode-type discharges. 

FIG. 6 The present enhanced confinement regime of TFTR on a plot of 
6 n = B/Bc (B c = u^p/aB^) versus q c y l . The square symbols show 
discharges that disrupted during the neutral beam pulse, Also shown 
is a curve that represents ee„ = 0.7, which fits the high q c j data 
better than the optimized Troyon Limit. 

FIG. 7 Data from TFTH profiles on an S •• a diagram (where S = r(dq/dr)/q, 
a = -2 uQqcR{dPT/dr)/Bl!l ) for various types of discharge. The 
pressure profile used is tha total pressure, (P,,+P )/2 calculated by 
the TRANSP code [9]. 
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